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constructively, and discusses the balance between the
aesthetic and the ethic view in the moulding of
personality. One must be careful in all this not to
confuse Kierkegaard's own convictions with those
of his two fictitious antagonists; he is neither A nor
B, or rather he is both; and what he here describes
is virtually his own passage from what Carlyle called
the "Everlasting No" to the "Everlasting Yea".
But what that "Everlasting Yea" meant for Kierke-
gaard is only dimly suggested by the comments of the
editor, " Victor Eremita ", at the close of Enten—
Eller. To discover Kierkegaard's personal attitude
to the two philosophies here enunciated, and to find
a definite statement of his own philosophy of life,
we have to turn to another work. In Stadier paa
J^ivets Vej.> which appeared in 1845, he recognizes
three great stages. The purely natural condition
of man is that in which he is at the mercy of his
instincts; this is the " aesthetic " stage, which can
only end in pessimism and despair. But it is possible
for the aesthete to rise higher, to a second or ethical
stage, to substitute for the motto " in vino veritas ",
that of " cum pietate felicitas "; and the method
whereby he rises is by self-detachment or irony;
for irony is virtually the ethical creed in disguise.
But if a man is to find rest and satisfaction at this
ethic stage on life's journey, he must be happy in it;
if a life dominated by ideals of duty leaves him as
miserable as before, it is obviously no solution to his
life-problem, Schiller had already insisted on this
before the end of the eighteenth century. There is,
says Kierkegaard, still a higher stage, and that is the
religious stage; and this third or religious stage is
described in the last section of the Stadier, which is
entitled $kyldig?~ikke~$kyldig? (Guilty ?—Not Guilty ?).
In the box which contained the manuscript of
Skyldig ?—ikke-Skyldig ?9 Kierkegaard tells us, he
found a playbill, a rose in a silver capsule, and a page
torn from the New Testament; and these are the symbols

